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Introduction 

In this paper, the author analyzed his 1,708 meals that are 
segregated into 26 different segments. The purpose is to 
attempt the validation of his hypothesis on the relationship 
from the directive of the brain to the gastrointestinal functions 
and liver’s glucose production capability. 

Methods

The author used a continuous glucose monitoring device 
(Sensor) applied to his upper left arm. He has collected 
~74 glucose data each day since 5/5/2018. In this particular 
analysis, he selected the entire Sensor period of 549 days 
(5/5/2018 - 11/4/2019) with 40,626 total glucose data, 1,706 
PPG waveforms, and 20,472 PPG Sensor data (12 data per 
meal). 

Each standard PPG waveform has an “open” glucose (0 
minute, i.e. at first bite of meal), “peak” glucose (usually 
around 60-minutes), “120-minutes” glucose (close to Finger 
PPG measurement time), and “180-minutes” glucose. He also 
calculated the “averaged” Sensor PPG data over three hours 
and their associated energy which circulates within the blood 
flow in blood vessels reaching to every part of the internal 
organs, except hair. In addition, each meal’s carbs/sugar intake 
amounts are also measured and recorded. The main purposes 
of this study is to attempt the validation of his existing and 
instinctive belief for six months, since the beginning of May of 
2019, after collecting Sensor data for one year.

Results

Figure 1 lists glucose data in a calculation table of six low-carbs and high-protein meals and three standard meals, i.e. 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

Figure 1: Six low-carb and high-protein meals with three standard meals
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Figure 2 displays glucose data in a calculation table of five different eating places and six nations. 

Figure 2: Five eating places and six nations

Figure 3 shows glucose data in a calculation table of two low-carbs meals and four high-carbs meals according to the difference 
range of carbs/sugar intake amount.

Figure 3: Two low-carb meals and four high-carb meals
Figure 4 combines the above three separated tables together.

Figure 4: Total of 26 glucose segmentation analysis results 
(Combination of Figures 1, 2, 3)
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The author will focus solely on the purpose of this paper and will omit many detailed information and some non-related items.

Figure 5: Quantitative and graphic interpretation of relationship between brain’s order and liver’s glucose production

The following paragraphs are based on Figures 4 and 5. Figure 
5 is derived from Figure 4 and depicts those low-carbs meals, 
including both high-protein synthesized meal and U.S. meals 
(this is the most representative segment). It also compares with 
the total averaged glucose curve. The results show three very 
high correlation coefficients of 96.8%, 98.3%, and 98.6%. 

At the peak glucose column, the overall peak glucose is 145 
mg/dL with around 2% to 3% deviation. The low-carb meals 
tend to be at 141 mg/dL to 143 mg/dL and high-carb meals 
tend to be around 149 mg/dL to 152 mg/dL. This fact has 
proven his hypothesis that during the first hour after the first 
bite of food, the brain receives a “food-entry” signal from the 
gastrointestinal system and then almost immediately orders the 
liver to start glucose production. The small deviation of 4 mg/
dL to 5 mg/dL (3% to 4%) may be due to carbs/sugar intake 
amount and exercise within the first hour. 

However, the glucose at 120 minutes after the first bite of food 
(also close to conventionally recommended finger measurement 
time) is a different story. During the 60-minutes peak time to 
120-minutes after eating a low-carb meal, the glucose reduces 
at an amount of 14 mg/dL (~10% drop in one hour). However, 
when eating other high-carb meals, PPG decreases only around 
3 mg/dL to 8 mg/dL with an average of 5.5 mg/dL (~4% drop 
in one hour). This fact proves the high-carb food entry plays 
a vital role during the second hour. It cannot be “consumed” 
fast enough or completely; therefore, it creates an excessive 
left-over energy associated with these “unburned” glucoses 
circulating in the body within the blood flow. 

Figure 6: Comparison between low-carb meals vs. high-carb 
meals
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The above two paragraphs and Figures 5 and 6 have actually 
described the author’s simulation model of the cycle from 
the brain via stomach to liver. Food still serves as the initial 
stimulator from the directive of the brain to issue the start of 
glucose production, while carbs/sugar intake and post-meal 
exercise serve as two follow-on stimulators as well as two 
major components of the glucose simulation model. 

Conclusion

This paper further enhanced the author’s previous papers 
regarding the brain neuroscientific function on glucose 
production. However, it describes the glucose physical 
behaviors in detail and phenomena with quantitative proofs 
during two separated time spans of the first hour and second 
hour after eating [1-4]. 
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